Abstract
Introduction
We can use distributed multi-tier application system to prevent the overload of system which creates an encryption key. Main server control distributed servers for managing encipherment key. This algorithm is implemented in 3-tier architecture and distributed object activation technology for encipherment system. It can improve maintenance and reusability because of adopting 3-tier architecture. Main server's overloaded work can be separated from sub-servers by using RMI technology. It can solve server's overload and data bottle-neck problem by optimize the processing interaction between distributed servers. Distributed object activation technology provides persistency of service process in distributed data processing system. It can manage encipherment key even if one of distributed server are in fail. It does not require to additional CPU time or memory resources even if some of distributed servers are in failure. By experiment, it is known that the algorithm improves service performance with 84% in encryption time even though partial processing of assistant servers' in failure. In this paper, we propose a new system about more stable web application encipherment key system for massive web contents. Chapter 2, we show the distributed 3-tier application system. Chapter 3, we show new web application encipherment key system using object activation for massive web contents environment. Chapter 4, we explain experimental results in several tasks about plain method and proposing method. Chapter 5, conclusion is presenting forward direction to go future research.
Distributed 3-Tier Application
A distributed object oriented programming is the same technology as 3-tier application architecture. We send source data from client to the middle server. And the pre-processed data send to main server from middle server. Such structure comes to have plenty quantity of data to be sent in middle server. Web application system that has massive web contents data bottle neck trouble occurs at middle server. The overload of the server can happen because of all preprocessing is centralized to one server [1] .
Remote Method Invocation
RMI(Remote Method Invocation) technology is adapted to JDK version 1.1. We offer the facility to communicate between programs and computers at java environment. Basic communication mechanism is a socket communication which supported by java. The socket communication is sufficient technique to do general communication. But, it must have the encoding and decoding protocol of an application level to the socket to exchange the message for a client and server. We keep such protocol and method to draw a plan and it becomes a troublesome work considerably. The Web Application Encipherment Key Management using Distributed Object Activation JinKyoung Heo feature of RMI communication is a strong and simple object oriented communication which exchanges the object. RMI is the communication technology of java program. It is best thing for web application system even though required system is 3-tier or multi-tier system because of RMI technology has a client/server structure [2] . Client and server must have same RMI interface. [3] We have classes that implement interfaces and organize a processing logic server. The client uses RMI technology and requests the class to the server and use by casting the interface.
Distributed Processing
We have two limit problems in RMI technology and implementing with a distributed environment. First, we have the implementation of APIs. And, encipherment key data of web application object must serialize. We implemented API directly to overcome first problem. Serialized object changed into the arrangement. The next should refer about a distributed processing system implementation of the objects which uses. Figure 1 is shows the structure of a distributed processing system. RMI servers are connected to middle server so that they progress each distributed processing task. Processed data in RMI server is returned to middle server and does a remainder processing [8] .
Figure 1. Distributed processing system
Client sends user's data to middle server at center for request data encryption processing. We minimize the processing charge by transmission of necessary for the processing data that makes object activation by passing to the server. Middle server input each user's data, but it is not processed.
We have a preprocessing task to make data of the client as suitable to encryption processing data. We are not accomplishing a preprocessing task in middle server. The best suited service object is loaded in a distributed server's memory which charges the preprocessing system. Therefore, we can show the best performance at specific task. A distributed processing makes task to be concentrated on one server at the same time by scattering tasks. Therefore, we can get fast result. We are getting many attentions because of order optimization in the specification system. . CPU activity ratio in distributed processing system Figure 2 show the course of the termination in a distributed processing system from the execution of a distributed server. We are showing CPU activity rate to follow flow of the time. The experiment was processed by Intel Core 2Quad 2.40GHz CPU, 2Gbyte Ram PC, and 4 Pentium IV 2.4GHz CPU, 512Mbyte Ram PC. The java 6(JDK 6) and RMI Technology are used for the experimental results. A request task does not exist in distributed server when CPU activity rate is 0 in one process. The system of this chapter is one of distributed processing system by 3-tier architected foundation. We use a distributed server which uses RMI and system to take the task. Not to access distributed servers directly for the client to the server but can progress a preprocessing task when we used such system structure. We do not process the data of vast quantity to come over all from client to server. We can minimize the bottleneck of data and overload of system for massive web contents application system.
Remote Object Activation

Object Activation System
A distributed processing system is easy to outbreak denial of service because of the complication. The down time and repairing of the system by fault tolerance can decrease the advantage of distributed processing system. We need failover technology to enlarge the availability with the reliability of system consequent. Fault diagnosis is quick and essential element for correct recovery in a failover system.
In this chapter, we propose the system by use an object activation to minimize a resource when prepare a system for the error of distributed server. Figure 4 shows remote object activation system that distributed servers are has supplementary memory each device. It does not mean the disc to take data for backup but shows an object activation system. Object activation system uses disc for saving processing object if it needs. Distributed servers are load for own task service objects at the memory. But, different serviceable objects are serialized at disc. If one of server are has down time, other server are execute an activation system and can process service. It can prevent the down time of the system when some partial server's failure.
Control of Distributed Server
We used a registry pool to control a distributed server. A registry pool exists at a main server and it has status of each distribute server and registry reference. Registry pool adopted and implemented singleton design pattern. One pool instance exists at a main server's memory in any case. Figure 5 . Control of distributed server using registry pool Figure 5 shows registry pool of server, control of middle server and distributed server. Main server has only one registry pool. But, registry pool is referenced by middle server and many distributed servers. Distributed servers are save service processing objects and activation possibility to registry of main server. Middle server will find the job object from server's registry pool. If server does not exist which are can not deal client's task. We can find and inform a distributed server which activation is possible in the server to middle server, and then execute an object activation system [6] [7] .
As follows we see the course refer in a distribute server.
− 
Object Assignment
We make activation system for 3 cipher tasks which take processing at each distributed servers. The server's status is expressed from 1 to 3 by the number. A pre-processing task expressed from a distributed server A to C by the alphabet. A is AES for symmetric bulk encryption, B is stream encryption, C is Web Application Encipherment Key Management using Distributed Object Activation JinKyoung Heo asymmetric encryption processing. The facility for each processing is loaded at the memory to the activation server. The tasks of different servers are activated to offer continuous service without overall break of the system when some server' down time. A distributed processing system do not use the activation assign the resource to prepare for the error of a branch server, which N2 (N: The number of processing) request the resource. But, if we use activation system, request the resource. A resource to be possible is seen when it constructs a mirroring system to prepare for a service failure in web application encipherment key system.
Encipherment by Distributed Servers
Message encipherment processing by distributed servers can fast encryption and decryption using cipher algorithm. Distributed server are send security key to middle server for decrypt message that encrypted data and message. Figure 6 show message encryption and decryption in distributed environment. Middle server is assembles encrypted data. Encrypted messages are has security key for message decryption.
Experimental Result
In this paper, we deal with the problems to happen in distributed system and any methods about distributed processing techniques for massive web content application system. We propose a distributed system which uses an object activation based on 3-tier structure for solve the problem. For experimental result, we use Intel Core 2Quad 2.40GHz CPU, 2Gbyte Ram PC, and 4 Pentium IV 2.4GHz CPU, 512Mbyte Ram PC. The java 6(JDK 6) language, RMI technology and JCA(Java Cryptography Architecture [4] [5]) are used for the experimental results. Network is support 100Mbps switching environment. Data that encipher message is created randomize 100Kbyte string. We use "pslist.exe" tool for check CPU usage because of our system is windows platform and programmed by java language.
We must not lead to a service failure of a total system in case which the one part can not service due to the error of a distributed server which takes the preprocessing. We construct the system to prepare for the error of different distributed server. We try to show the validity of a distributed object activation system by measure about resource in cases which applied or not to an activation system. Figure 7 show each process is expressing CPU activity rate when it is executed in which uses RMI to use object activation with the task. . CPU activity ratio using object activation
CPU Activity Ratio
We can show CPU activity ratio from Figure 7 to execute the server until stop program. We can see low CPU activity ratio in task 1, task 2 and task 3. CPU used when object are activated, and it is continued while the distributed server accomplishes tasks.
Memory Activity Ratio
International Journal of Digital Content Technology and its Applications Volume 3, Number 3, September 2009 Figure 8 shows a memory qty used. In the case of RMI process, it was increased when servers are executed and the application the value has been continued until ended. In the case of an activation process, if execute an activation server then bring once a memory increase but, activation object are saved to the server we do not require the memory. Object activation system is executed when RMI system or other distributed server can not process the task. Figure  8 shows a memory qty used of the time which used an activation process. Used memory qty of RMI tasks are greater than that of activation tasks 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose web application encipherment key system that can service safely in a distributed processing environment. We verified the validity of the system by experiment. In case of the system minimized CPU activity and used memory, when we used an alternate facility for prepare system error of each preprocessing server. We requested the memory over an about 4,100Kbyte when we did not apply an activation system in experimental system. But, we requested 1800Kbyte memory when applied an activation system. It shows that we can process the service by about 44% memory requirement in case of activation system.
In a processing performance aspect the case which an activation system was not operated. The service is impossible when a distributed server occur the error to be the partial. But, activation system was operated. The method to be proposed, we can solve the problems on the increase of the charge and the degradation of speed from the bottle neck of the server by scattered task.
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